New Standardize Dress Code – 2020-2021 School Year

Donna C. Lewis Elementary School
3230 Spears Rd., Houston TX 77067 * Phone 281-891-8270
Principal: Grace Leal ** Assistant Principal: Jesus Garcia

2020-2021 Standardized School Dress Code

Our students are to be dressed for success each day! Lewis Elementary is a uniform school. Standardized dress code will be strictly enforced.

**Uniform Bottoms:** Navy Blue or Khaki uniform pants, shorts or skirts. Stretchy material is **not** uniform style. No leggings, jeggings!

Dark Blue Jeans may be worn if they are of Denim material only. Must be dark blue, no bleach stains, designs or holes. **NO BLACK JEANS!**

**Uniform Tops:** Navy Blue or White Polo-Style shirt or blouse

*Friday’s only:* Lewis Spirit shirt, College T-Shirt, or uniform shirt with Navy Blue or Khaki uniform pants, dress code blue denim jeans.

Flip-flops or open toed shoes are not permitted. Large earrings (ex: large hoop) should not be worn. Earrings are not permitted for boys.